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Accessing ICCF Information
with REXX/VSE

Under REXX/VSE, you can invoke a
VSE batch program. This by itself is

usually not sufficient, however, because
not only do you normally want to invoke a
program via REXX/VSE, but you usually
want to examine the resulting output as
well. For example, you normally do not
want to just call a utility to look for some
data, but you want to browse the results to
see if what the utility found was what you
really wanted.

There are several ways of doing this. The
first is to use the OUTTRAP feature of
REXX/VSE. This feature enables the VSE
partition to support the setting of a specific
stem. For example, the use of the following:

OUTTRAP LINES

would cause the number of returned lines
to be stored in “LINES.0”, and the first line
in “LINES.1”, and the next line in
“LINES.2” and so forth. IBM has provided
a built-in feature called “ARXOUT” that
will set the desired stem values for the
invoked program.

However, this feature requires that the
invoked program is “smart” enough to not
only realize that it has been invoked by
REXX/VSE, but that it also invokes
ARXOUT in order to set the variables for
the REXX/VSE program that called it in
the first place. You can invoke a batch
program from REXX/VSE by using the
“ADDRESS LINK” function. For exam-
ple, to invoke DTSUTIL you would use
the following:

ADDRESS LINK ‘DTSUTIL’

With this syntax, you pass any values after
‘DTSUTIL’ as program arguments. Now, it
is easy enough for a batch program to
determine if it was invoked from an
“ADDRESS LINK” request because regis-

ter 0 points to an 8-byte constant
“ENVBLOCK”. If this is the case, then
save register 0 to be used later on, because
it is pointing to a REXX/VSE environment
block. You could use the coding shown in
Figure 1.

It is equally easy to pass values back to
the OUTTRAP stem. First, have the pro-
gram CDLOAD “ARXOUT” and save the
entry point that is stored in register 1:

CDLOAD ARXOUT
ST R1,ARXOUTA

You are now ready to perform normal
program processing, with the one excep-
tion that when it comes time to print a
line, you will also want to have ARXOUT
put the print line into the OUTTRAP stem
area as well.

Please remember that the ARXOUT area
will be using 31-bit addresses, and there-
fore the invoking program must be in 31-bit
mode. Once you are in 31-bit mode, you
will want to store the address of the print
line, set the length of the line, point to a
special parameter list, and call ARXOUT.
Figure 2 presents an example of calling
ARXOUT, where R4 contains the length of
the string, and R5 points to the actual print
line. In this example, you can see a layout
of the actual parameter list.

That is all there is to it: Save some
incoming values and load ARXOUT, and
when you are ready to print, pass control to
the REXX/VSE routine, which will handle
it for you.

However, IBM has only implemented
this code in a few spots within VSE: LIBR,

CLC    0(8,R0),=C’ENVBLOCK’
BNE    NOTREXX
ST     R0,ENVADDR

FIGURE 1: CHECKING FOR REXX/VSE

AMODESW SET,AMODE=31 Set the AMODE
ST R5,STRADDR Save the pointer
ST R4,STRLENG Save the length
LA R1,OUTPARM Point to parameter area
L R0,ENVADDR Get ENVBLOCK from before
L R15,ARXOUTA Get entry point from before
BASSM R14,R15 Perform the call

FIGURE 2: CALLING ARXOUT 

STRLENG DS F Length of the data
STRADDR DC A(0) Pointer to the data
REXCODE DC A(0) $RC from ARXOUT
*
OUTPARM DC AL4(STRADDR) Pointer to string

DC AL4(STRLENG) Length of the string
DC AL4(ENVADDR) Addr of environ block
DC AL4(REXCODE) Return code from call
ORG *-4 Back up a little
DC X’80’ High bit must be set
ORG , We’re ready to go

FIGURE 3: ARXOUT PARAMETER LIST 
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IDCAMS, and DITTO. The rest of the util-
ities have not been touched in years, and I
do not expect that IBM will invest a lot of
time or money modifying the older VSE
utilities, although I would love to have IBM
prove me wrong!

Therefore, what do you do with some of
the older utilities that do not use OUTTRAP
support, but you want REXX/VSE to query
the output?

With VSE/ESA 2.5 and higher, IBM has
provided the BROWSE facility within the
PWRSPL process. PWRSPL is the interface
that allows an assembler program to read an
entry from the Power queue. Previously, if
you wanted to issue a “GET” against a print
queue member, for example, only one GET
at a time could process, and the Power
queue member could not have a disposition
of active, or “*”.

BROWSE is different from GET in that
you can read a Power queue entry even
while it is active. You can also read a Power
queue entry that has not yet been released
into the queue. The benefit is that if you
have a report being output from your pro-
gram, you can have that same program read
the output before it is even released.

So how does this benefit us at all?
Well, it also means that if you have

REXX/VSE invoke a batch program, and if
that batch program outputs print lines, then
you can use REXX/VSE to find out the
Power information and to BROWSE the
data to review the data contents. It is an
awkward but useful workaround to the
problem where a necessary program does
not use ARXOUT.

This finally brings us to DTSUTIL.
DTSUTIL is an IBM utility that allows you
to perform directory lists and output mem-
ber information from a VSE library. It does
not have the ARXOUT logic built within it,
so it is a good candidate for performing a
Power BROWSE of the output. Figure 3
shows the actual program (my thanks to
Ursula Braun of REXX/VSE development
who provided this snippet of code).

As you can see in the beginning of the code
shown in Figure 4, the “ADDRESS JCL” is
used to set an assortment of values that

DTSUTIL will need, such as the UPSI and
ASSGN statements. We are going under the
assumption that the DLBL for “DTSICCF” is
already in your standard label area.

Next, set the REXXIPT function to inter-
cept any SYSIPT request from DTSUTIL,
thus passing the desired parameter through
a stem variable. Once this is all ready,
invoke DTSUTIL.

Once DTSUTIL is complete, issue the
“PDISPLAY CRE,PART,xx” command,
where “xx” is the partition ID where the
REXX/VSE program is running. This
VSE/ESA 2.5 command will tell you the
attributes of the Power output that is cur-
rently being created and is being spooled
to the Power queue. After you have this
information, you can use the GETQE
function of REXX/VSE to get the data that
was output from DTSUTIL. Note the use

of the new “CRE” value at the end of the
parameter list that allows BROWSE pro-
cessing to take place.

The process is simple enough so that
any utility can use REXX/VSE and query
the output.

So experiment, have fun, and automate
some of your older programs so that they
give new life to your older systems.

NaSPA member Leo J. Langevin is a systems
programmer for CSI International, the cre-
ators of TCP/IP for VSE as well as other VSE-
related products. He can be contacted via
email at leo@tcpip4vse.com.

/* print ICCF file */
ADDRESS JCL
‘// ASSGN SYS010,DISK,VOL=SYSWK1,SHR      DTSFILE EXTENT’

/* see DTRICCF.PROC */
‘// UPSI 00001101’
input.1 = ‘PRINT MEMBER(45 TEST)’
input.2 = ‘END’
input.0 = 2
oldipt = REXXIPT(input.)
ADDRESS LINK ‘DTSUTIL’

ADDRESS POWER
fc = SYSVAR(‘syspid’)
/*’SETUID SRVPROM5’*/
y = OUTTRAP(‘RET.’,,’NOCONCAT’)
‘PDISPLAY CRE,PART,’ || SYSPID
If RC = 0
Then do
Do i=1 To ret.0; Say ret.i; End
Parse Var ret.2 msgnum jobname jobnumber class . . . qnum .
If msgnum = ‘1R4BI’
Then do
‘GETQE LST JOBNAME ‘ jobname JOBNUM jobnumber ‘QNUM’ qnum,
‘CLASS’ class ‘STEM dtsfile. CRE’
Do i = 1 To ret.0

Say i’   ‘ret.i
End
If RC /= 0 Then Exit RC
Say ‘*** Start of ICCF-member ***’
Do i=1 To dtsfile.0 While(Subword(dtsfile.i,2,3) /= input.1)
End
Do j=I+3 To dtsfile.0 While(Substr(dtsfile.j,1,10)) /= ‘*END PRINT’

k = j-i-2; iccf_member.k = dtsfile.j; Say iccf_member.k
End
Say ‘*** End of ICCF-member ***’
If Word(dtsfile.j,3) /= j - i - 3
Then Say ‘??? Something wrong with number-of-records checking ???’

End
End

FIGURE 4: REXX/VSE EXAMPLE SOURCE CODE 


